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**Video Released re. String of Auto Burglaries/Vandalisms**

During the early morning hours of Saturday, November 30th two male suspects committed a string of auto burglaries and vandalisms in the Yacht Club Estates neighborhood around the 8000 block of 13th Avenue South.

In total eight cars were either enter or vandalized by scratching the paint with a metal object of some sort. All of the vehicles entered were left unlocked with purses and loose cash being taken.

Home surveillance video captured the suspects committing one auto burglary and detectives have released the video in the hopes of identifying the two suspects involved. Both suspects appear to be teenagers.

The video can be viewed at http://t.co/y39YFeXSvJ

Anyone with information should call the St. Petersburg Police non-emergency number at 727-893-7780, Text-A-Tip to 727-420-8911 or leave a confidential tip at 727-892-5000.
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